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Abstract
We establish restrictions on Lagrangian embeddings of spheres, and more generally rational
homology spheres, into certain open symplectic manifolds, namely the (Am) Milnor fibres of
odd complex dimension. This relies on general considerations about equivariant objects in
module categories (which may be applicable in other situations as well), as well as results of
Ishii-Ueda-Uehara concerning the derived categories of coherent sheaves on the resolutions
of (Am) surface singularities.
1 Introduction
(1a) Lagrangian spheres. By the n-dimensional (Am) Milnor fibre, we mean the complex
hypersurface Qnm ⊂ Cn+1 defined by the equation
x21 + · · ·+ x2n + xm+1n+1 = 1. (1.1)
The topology of these manifolds is described by classical singularity theory (see for instance [33]
or the more recent [3]). Qnm is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of m spheres of dimension n. The
intersection pairing on Hn(Q
n
m)
∼= Zm is given by
(−1)n/2

2 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 . . .
 (1.2)
if n is even, respectively 
0 1
−1 0 1
−1 0 1
−1 . . .
 (1.3)
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if n is odd. Now let’s turn Qnm into a (real) symplectic 2n-manifold in the standard way, by
using the restriction of the constant Ka¨hler form on Cn+1. These manifolds have become a test
case for general techniques in symplectic topology. We will not consider the results that have
been obtained specifically for m = 1, since those belongs to the context of cotangent bundles,
Qn1
∼= T ∗Sn. With that excluded, relevant papers are [38, 24, 42, 36, 13, 2]. Continuing that
tradition, we will derive a topological restriction on Lagrangian submanifolds:
Theorem 1.1. Let L ⊂ Qnm, n ≥ 2, be a Lagrangian submanifold which is a rational homology
sphere and Spin. Then its homology class [L] ∈ Hn(Qnm;Z) ∼= Zm is primitive (nonzero and not
a multiple).
We also have an intersection statement, like a form of the Arnol’d conjecture but with very weak
assumptions:
Theorem 1.2. Let L0, L1 be Lagrangian submanifolds as in Theorem 1.1. If [L0] = [L1] mod 2,
then necessarily L0 ∩ L1 6= ∅.
This yields an upper bound (depending on m) for the number of pairwise disjoint Lagrangian
submanifolds of the relevant type. Note that for even n, both statements have elementary proofs.
The first one holds because then, [L] · [L] = (−1)n/2χ(L) = (−1)n/22. For the second one, note
that (1.2) is even. Hence, if [L1] = [L0] mod 2, then
0 = ([L1]− [L0]) · ([L1]− [L0]) = (−1)n/24− 2[L0] · [L1] mod 8, (1.4)
which implies that [L0] · [L1] = 2 mod 4. One can use the definiteness of (1.2) to analyze the
possible homology classes in more detail, but that is not required for our purpose.
More importantly, for m = 2 and any n ≥ 2, Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following
stronger result of Abouzaid-Smith [2, Corollary 1.5]:
Theorem 1.3 (Abouzaid-Smith). Any closed Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ Qn2 , n ≥ 2, whose
Maslov class vanishes is an integral homology sphere, and has primitive homology class.
Abouzaid-Smith’s results are actually even sharper, and also imply the m = 2 case of Theorem
1.2. We should say that our point of view is fundamentally similar to theirs, in that we approach
the problem via Fukaya categories (in other respects, our argument is quite different). One useful
feature of the Fukaya category is that it admits objects which are Lagrangian submanifolds
equipped with flat complex vector bundles. By applying the same ideas to those, one obtains the
following:
Theorem 1.4. Let L ⊂ Qnm, n ≥ 2, be a Lagrangian rational homology sphere which is Spin.
Then there is no homomorphism ρ : pi1(L) → C∗ such that the associated twisted cohomology is
acyclic, H∗(L; ρ) = 0.
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Theorem 1.5. Let L ⊂ Qnm, n ≥ 2, be a closed Lagrangian submanifold which is Spin. Then
there is no homomorphism ρ : pi1(L)→ GL(r,C), r > 1, such that
Hk(L; End(ρ)) =
{
C k = 0, n,
0 otherwise.
(1.5)
Both statements are empty for even n, because the conditions imposed can’t be satisfied for
Euler characteristic reasons. Also, even though we have not stated that explicitly, Theorem 1.5
is again only a statement about rational homology spheres, since H∗(L; End(ρ)) always contains
H∗(L;C) as a direct summand.
Example 1.6. Consider the lowest nontrivial dimension n = 3. There, Theorems 1.4 and 1.5
together say that L can’t be a spherical space form, which means S3/pi for finite pi ⊂ SO(4) acting
freely (the Spin assumption being automatically true in this dimension). Namely, if pi is abelian
then L would be a lens space, to which Theorem 1.4 applies; and if pi is nonabelian, it has an
irreducible representation of rank > 1, to which Theorem 1.5 applies.
Example 1.7. Continuing the previous discussion, Theorem 1.5 also rules out all rational ho-
mology 3-spheres which are hyperbolic. To see that, recall that the hyperbolic structure on a
closed three-manifold L gives rise to a map ρ¯ : pi1(L) → PSL(2,C) which can be lifted to
ρ : pi1(L) → SL(2,C). Then H∗(L; End(ρ)) ∼= H∗(L;C) ⊕ H∗(L; Ad(ρ¯)), and the second sum-
mand vanishes by Weil’s infinitesimal precursor of Mostow rigidity (see for instance [34] for
a statement and further references). However, this particular consequence is not new: since the
complex three-dimensional (Am) Milnor fibre admits a dilation [47, Example 7.4], it can’t contain
any closed Lagrangian submanifold which is a K(pi, 1) [47, Corollary 6.3].
We will now explain the overall nature of our argument. Let Fuk(Qnm) be the Fukaya category.
It is known (see [42, Section 20], which is largely based on [24, 46]) that a certain formal enlarge-
ment, the split-closed derived category, which we here denote by Fuk(Qnm)
perf , can be explicitly
described, as the derived category An,perfm of perfect dg modules over a certain finite-dimensional
algebra Anm. Problems about Lagrangian spheres can therefore be approached in a purely al-
gebraic way by looking at spherical objects in An,perfm . For n = 2, those objects have been
completely classified by Ishii, Ueda and Uehara [16, 17] (for another application of this classifica-
tion in symplectic topology, see the very recent [29]). Unfortunately, there is no straightforward
relation between the categories An,perfm for different n. In contrast, if one considers the derived
categories An,modm of complexes of graded modules over A
n
m, and appropriate subcategories A
n,perf
m
of perfect objects inside those, the dependence on n is minimal. Finally, concerning the relation
between An,perfm and A
n,perf
m , it is an elementary algebraic observation that the first category can
be viewed as “bigraded” or “equivariant” (for a certain action of C∗) refinement of the second
one. Given that, the missing ingredient is a way of making objects equivariant, and we will now
turn to that question in a fairly general context.
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(1b) Equivariant objects. As motivation, consider the following situation. Let X be a smooth
projective variety over C, carrying an action of C∗. We denote by DbCoh(X) the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves, and by DbCohC∗(X) its equivariant analogue (for consistency with
the rest of the paper, we actually want to consider the underlying dg categories, but still use the
classical notation). In [35, Lemma 2.2], it was pointed out that the existence of moduli stacks
for a suitable class of objects in DbCoh(X) [15, 31] together with a gluing theorem [4, Theorem
3.2.4] implies the following:
Theorem 1.8 (Polishchuk). Let E be an object of DbCoh(X) which is rigid and simple, meaning
that {
H1(homDbCoh(X)(E,E)) = 0,
H0(homDbCoh(X)(E,E)) ∼= C.
(1.6)
Suppose in addition that Hi(homDbCoh(X)(E,E)) = 0 for all i < 0. Then E is quasi-isomorphic
to an object coming from DbCohC∗(X).
What is surprising, at least at first glance, is that there is a single overall condition (1.6) which
then implies, a fortiori, equivariance for all the cohomology sheaves Hi(E) (if one restricts to
sheaves, which means objects of the abelian category rather than its derived category, the result
is easier and more classical; see for instance [7, Appendix (in the preprint version only)], or the
case of bundles on homogeneous spaces mentioned in [8]). As pointed out to the author by Toe¨n,
the condition on the negative degree endomorphisms in Theorem 1.8 can be removed by using
the more powerful methods of homotopical algebraic geometry. This leads to the following result
(unpublished, but follows from techniques in [49]):
Theorem 1.9 (Toe¨n). Let A be a differential graded algebra over C which is proper (has finite-
dimensional cohomology) and smooth [26, Definition 8.1.2]. Suppose that it carries an action of
C∗. Let Aperf be the derived category of perfect dg modules (in this case, that is the same as the
derived category of dg modules with finite-dimensional cohomology). Let M be a rigid and simple
object of Aperf . Then M is quasi-isomorphic to a C∗-equivariant dg module.
To be precise, by an action of C∗ we meant a linear action which is rational (a direct sum of
finite-dimensional representations). Similarly, by an equivariant dg-module we mean one which
carries a rational action of C∗ compatible with the other structures (later, we will call this a
“naive C∗-action”, to distinguish it from other related concepts). The smoothness assumption
on A is required in order to construct finite-dimensional (derived) stacks parametrizing modules.
However, one can argue that the structure of general modules should not be relevant for the
argument, which only involves M and its pullbacks by the C∗-action. With that in mind, we will
prove:
Theorem 1.10. Let A be a dg algebra over C which is proper. Suppose that it carries an action of
C∗. Let M be a perfect dg module over A which is rigid and simple. Then M is quasi-isomorphic
to a C∗-equivariant dg module.
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The proof follows the same overall strategy as in [35] while remaining elementary throughout. We
first show that M can carry a “weak C∗-action”. This is done by considering the pullbacks of M
as a family of modules over C∗. Next, there is an obstruction theory which equips M with a series
of higher homotopies added to the weak action, corresponding to the use of simplicial methods
in [35]. Finally, there is an explicit “gluing” step which constructs the desired quasi-isomorphic
module. Toe¨n informs me that his methods can also be adapted to give a proof of Theorem 1.10.
Finally, to return to symplectic topology, note that our previous results about (Am) Milnor fibres
represent just one application of Theorem 1.10. There are more situations in which one expects
Fukaya categories of noncompact symplectic manifolds to have C∗-actions, such as the double
suspensions considered in [43], and where the same algebraic ideas may be useful (with this
in mind, Section 5 takes a look at the results one can get for the (Am) Milnor fibres without
appealing to [16, 17]).
Acknowledgments. This work answers a question posed to me by Ivan Smith, who also provided
the basic idea of using group actions to attack it (I’ve probably interpreted that suggestion in a
more algebraic way than he would have liked). A conversation with Bertrand Toe¨n helped me
greatly to understand the obstruction theory involved. During the preparation of the paper, I
was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1005288.
2 Algebraic background
(2a) A∞-algebras and modules. We recall some elements of the theory of A∞-structures (not
new of course, see for instance Keller’s papers [21, 20, 23]). We consider A∞-algebras A over C,
assuming for now that they are strictly unital. Our sign conventions follow [42]. In particular,
the correspondence between dg algebras and A∞-algebras with vanishing compositions of order
> 2 is given by setting
µ1A(a) = (−1)|a|∂Aa,
µ2A(a2, a1) = (−1)|a1|a2a1.
(2.1)
We will allow a certain sloppiness in terminology, saying “A is a dg algebra” instead of “A is
an A∞-algebra with vanishing compositions of order > 2, and therefore corresponds to a dg
algebra”. Note that conversely, if A is a general A∞-algebra, the cohomology H(A) becomes
a graded associative algebra by applying the same sign change as in (2.1) (similar conventions
apply to dg categories and A∞-categories). An A∞-algebra is called proper if H(A) is of total
finite dimension, and weakly proper if H(A) is finite-dimensional in each degree.
Fix an A∞-algebra A. A right A∞-module M over A is a graded vector space equipped with
operations
µd+1M : M ⊗A⊗d −→M [1− d], d ≥ 0, (2.2)
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satisfying ∑
i,j
(−1)|a1|+···+|ai|−iµd+2−jM (m, ad, . . . , µjA(ai+j , . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1)
+
∑
i
(−1)|a1+···+|ai|−iµi+1M (µd+1−iM (m, ad, . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1) = 0.
(2.3)
We will again impose a strict unitality condition. As before, H(M) inherits the structure of a
graded module over H(A). Right A-modules form a dg category Amod . Also relevant for us
is the full dg subcategory Aperf ⊂ Amod of perfect modules, defined as follows. Start with the
free module A and consider all modules constructed from that by a finite sequence of shifts and
mapping cones. M is perfect if, in H0(Amod), it is isomorphic to a direct summand of one of
the previously constructed objects. If M0 is perfect and (M1,i)i∈I is an arbitrary collection of
modules, the natural map⊕
i∈I
homAmod (M0,M1,i) −→ homAmod (M0,
⊕
i∈I
M1,i) (2.4)
is a quasi-isomorphism. This is the compactness property of perfect A∞-modules (a more general
version of which actually characterizes them among all modules; see the parallel discussion for
dg modules in [23]).
One can generalize both Amod and Aperf to the case where A is an A∞-category. The former can
be defined as the category of contravariant A∞-functors from A to chain complexes. The latter is
the full subcategory of objects built from those in the image of the Yoneda embedding A→ Amod
in the same way as before (by shifts, mapping cones, and taking direct summands). Alternatively,
one can first introduce the A∞-category Atw of twisted complexes, which is a natural enlargement
of A itself closed under shifts and mapping cones. There is a canonical A∞-functor Atw → Amod
which extends the Yoneda embedding, and using that one shows that Aperf is quasi-equivalent
to the split-closure (Karoubi completion on the A∞-level) of Atw .
(2b) Relation to classical derived categories. Let’s temporarily restrict to the case when
A is a dg algebra. In that case, an A∞-module with µd+1M = 0 for all d > 1 is the same as a dg
module; or more precisely, the two structures are related by a sign change as in (2.1). Let K(A)
be the dg category of dg modules over A (morphisms are maps compatible with multiplication
with elements of A), and D(A) the dg derived category, formed by quotienting out K(A) by
acyclic complexes as in [19, 12]. The obvious functor K(A)→ Amod induces a functor
D(A) −→ Amod . (2.5)
It is a well-known fact that this is a quasi-equivalence. The main ingredient in the proof is
the following quite general observation. Given any A∞-algebra A and A∞-module M , one can
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construct another module
M ⊗A A def=
⊕
l≥0
M ⊗A[1]⊗l ⊗A,
µ1M⊗AA(m⊗ a¯l ⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯1 ⊗ a) =
=
∑
i
(−1)|a|+|a¯1|+···+|a¯i|−iµl−i+1M (m, a¯l, . . . , a¯i+1)⊗ a¯i ⊗ · · · ⊗ a
+
∑
i,j
(−1)|a|+|a¯1|+···+|a¯i|−im⊗ a¯l ⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯i+j+1 ⊗ µjA(a¯i+j , . . . , a¯i+1)⊗ a¯i ⊗ · · · ⊗ a
+
∑
i
m⊗ a¯l ⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯i+1 ⊗ µi+1A (a¯i, . . . , a),
µd+1M⊗AA(m⊗ a¯l ⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯1 ⊗ a, ad, . . . , a1) =
=
∑
i
m⊗ a¯l ⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯i+1 ⊗ µi+1+dA (a¯i, . . . , a¯1, a, ad, . . . , a1) for d > 0.
(2.6)
This comes with a canonical quasi-isomorphism M ⊗AA→M [41, Equation (2.21)]. In the case
when A is a dg algebra, M ⊗A A is always a dg module. Moreover, if the original M was a dg
module, the quasi-isomorphism M⊗AA→M is itself a dg module map. This provides an inverse
(up to quasi-isomorphism of dg functors) to the more obvious functor (2.5).
Let’s specialize even further, to the case where our A∞-algebra is a graded algebra, meaning that
µ2A is the only nonzero structure map. One can then introduce another dg category A
mod (this is
the start of a general notational convention, where bold stands roughly for bigraded structures).
To do that, think of A itself as being bigraded, with bidegrees of the form (0, s) where s is the
original grading. Objects of Amod are bigraded vector spaces M together with maps µd+1M as in
(2.2) which have bidegree (1− d, 0). These should satisfy equations as in (2.3), where the sum of
the two degrees is used in determining all the relevant signs. The bigraded space Hr,s(M) has
the property that each piece Hr,∗(M) is a graded A-module in the classical sense. As a special
case, objects which have vanishing structure maps µd+1M for d > 1 correspond bijectively to chain
complexes of graded A-modules. An element φ ∈ homkAmod(M0,M1) is a collection of maps
φd+1 : M0 ⊗A⊗d −→M1 (2.7)
of bidegrees (k−d, 0). The dg category structure of Amod is given by the same formulae as for ordi-
nary A∞-modules, again taking the sum of the two gradings into account when determining signs.
Given any object M, one can form two kinds of shifts M[1] and M{1}. The first one shifts the first
grading downwards, and has the usual property that homAmod(−,M[1]) = homAmod(−,M)[1].
The second one shifts the second grading upwards (by convention). For instance, for the free
module A there is a natural isomorphism
Hr(homAmod(A{s},M)) ∼= Hr(homAmod(A,M{−s})) ∼= Hr,s(M). (2.8)
One also has a full subcategory Aperf , which consists of objects that can be constructed starting
from the free module by shifts (both kinds), mapping cones, and taking direct summands. As
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before, the entire construction turns out to be equivalent to one from classical homological algebra.
Let K(A) be the dg category of (unbounded) chain complexes of graded A-modules, and D(A)
the associated (dg) derived category. In parallel with (2.5), the obvious functor K(A) → Amod
induces a quasi-equivalence
D(A) −→ Amod. (2.9)
This is well-known in the case where A has trivial grading (stated in [21, 22] without proof, but
see [20, Proposition 7.4] for a full proof of the analogous statement for bimodules). Again, the
key fact is that for any object M one can construct another one M⊗A A which lies in the image
of (2.9). Moreover, the image of the full subcategory of bounded complexes of finitely generated
projective modules, which we denote by Perf(A), is quasi-equivalent to Aperf . This follows from
the characterization as subcategories of compact objects (again, this may be most familiar in the
case of algebras with trivial grading).
Any graded algebra can be considered as a dg algebra with vanishing differential, and in that
context we can compare the two previously discussed constructions. There are natural functors
which collapse the bigradings, and these fit into a commutative diagram
D(A)
∼=

// D(A)
∼=

Amod // Amod .
(2.10)
For simplicity, let’s consider the top line of this diagram. The collapsing process takes a complex
{Mr, ∂rM : Mr → Mr+1} of graded A-modules, and associates to it the total graded vector
M t =
⊕
r+s=t M
r,s made into a dg module in the obvious way. If M0 and M1 are obtained in
this way, we have a quasi-isomorphism
homD(A)(M0,M1) ∼= homD(A)(M0,
⊕
j
M1{j}[j]). (2.11)
By projecting to each summand Mj{j}[j], one sees that there is an injective map⊕
i+j=k
Hi(homD(A)(M0{j},M1)) −→ Hk(homD(A)(M0,M1)). (2.12)
If M0 is an object of A
perf , this map is an isomorphism by compactness. One slight cautionary
remark concerning the multiplicative structures is appropriate: the diagram
Hi2(homD(A)(M1{j2},M2))
⊗Hi1(homD(A)(M0{j1},M1))
//

Hi1+i2(homD(A)(M0{j1 + j2},M2))
Hi2+j2(homD(A)(M1,M2))
⊗Hi1+j1(homD(A)(M0,M1))
// Hi1+i2+j1+j2(homD(A)(M0,M2))
(2.13)
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commutes only up to a sign (−1)i1j2 . These signs come from the chain level realization of (2.12).
Namely, take a class [φ] of bidegree (i, j) on the left hand side of the map, and suppose for
simplicity that this is represented by an actual map of chain complexes φ. The associated dg
module homomorphism φ is given by φ(m0) = (−1)j|m0|1φ(m0), where |m0|1 is the first grading.
Remark 2.1. Given any graded algebra A, one can define a whole family An of graded algebras
simply by multiplying the degrees by a nonzero integer n. Any graded module over A can be made
into a graded module over An in the same way. Conversely, any graded module over An can be
written as a finite direct sum of objects which come from A, with some shifts. On the level of the
abelian categories Mod(·) of graded modules, the resulting relationship is simply that
Mod(An) ∼=
n−1⊕
i=0
Mod(A). (2.14)
The associated derived categories then inherit a corresponding relationship. In particular, any
indecomposable object of D(An) ' An,mod comes from D(A) ' Amod. Similarly, any indecom-
posable object of An,perf comes from Aperf . Note that in contrast, there is no direct relationship
between the categories of dg modules over A and An.
Remark 2.2. One important class of examples, Fukaya categories, do not (at least when con-
structed in the most obvious way) satisfy strict unitality, and instead are only unital on the coho-
mology level. In that case, one should instead consider cohomologically unital modules. Note that
every cohomologically unital A∞-algebra is quasi-isomorphic to a strictly unital one. Moreover,
if an A∞-algebra is strictly unital, it does not make a difference whether one considers strictly
unital or cohomologically unital modules (the corresponding categories are quasi-equivalent). We
refer to [27] for an extensive discussion.
3 (Am)-algebras and hypersurfaces
(3a) Algebraic definition. Fix m ≥ 3, n ≥ 1. Define a finite-dimensional graded algebra
A = Anm over C as the quotient of the path algebra of the following graded quiver:
1•
0
33
2•nss
0
22 · · ·nrr 11 m−1•rr 22 m•qq (3.1)
Our convention is that we write paths from right to left, so (3|2|1) is the length two path going
from the first to the third vertex. With this mind, the grading is such that |(k + 1|k)| = 0,
|(k|k + 1)| = n. We define A by imposing the relations
(k|k + 1|k + 2) = 0, (k + 2|k + 1|k) = 0, (k|k + 1|k) = (k|k − 1|k). (3.2)
This can be extended to lower values of m as follows. For m = 2, take the same quiver (3.1)
but with relations (1|2|1|2) = 0, (2|1|2|1) = 0. Finally, for m = 1 one sets An1 = C[t]/t2 with t a
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generator of degree n (this may seem ad hoc, but the resulting algebras do fit in naturally with
the general case m ≥ 3).
Consider the derived category D(A) of right graded modules, which as usual for us is a dg
category. As explained in [24, 37], this category carries a weak action of the braid group Brm+1.
The generators σk ∈ Brm+1 act by twist functors TPk along the modules Pk = (k)A, which means
that for any object M one has an exact triangle
M // TPk(M)
[1]uu⊕
i,j H
j(homD(A)(Pk{i},M))⊗ Pk{i}[−j]
hh (3.3)
More simply put, Hj(homD(A)(Pk{i},M)) ∼= Hi,j(M)(k) as vector space, and we take the asso-
ciated direct sum of appropriately shifted copies of Pk as the bottom term in (3.3).
Lemma 3.1. Take the central element δ = (σ1 . . . σm)
m+1 ∈ Brm+1. Then, δ2 acts by a functor
isomorphic to the shift [4m]{(2m+ 2)n}.
Sketch of proof. This falls in the “well-known to specialists” category, but since there seems to
be no direct reference, we will sketch a proof. One can show, either by direct computation or by
appealing to the geometric interpretation of the braid group action given in [24], that there are
quasi-isomorphisms
δ(Pk) ∼= Pk[2m]{(m+ 1)n} for all k. (3.4)
Let φ : D(A) → D(A) be the action of δ composed with the inverse shift [−2m]{−(m + 1)n}.
Then, (3.4) says that φ maps the free module A to itself (and moreover that is compatible with
its decomposition A = P1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Pm). General homological algebra says that then, φ must be
quasi-isomorphic to the functor induced by an automorphism of the algebra A (and moreover,
that automorphism must act trivially on the vertices of our quiver). By composing with inner
automorphisms, which do not affect the isomorphism type of the associated functor, we can
further restrict to automorphisms which act trivially on the paths (k+1|k). Such automorphisms
are then uniquely determined by their action on C(k|k ± 1|k) = H0(homD(A)(Pk{n}, Pk)). To
see that φ2 acts trivially, one can either do an explicit computation similar to (3.4), or else note
that everything can be carried out with coefficients in Z rather than C, which shows that the
automorphism of C(k|k ± 1|k) associated to φ is necessarily ±1.
This leads to the following useful technical criterion:
Lemma 3.2. An object M of D(A) is perfect if and only if it has the following two properties:
dimCH
∗(M) <∞, (3.5)
dimC
⊕
i
H∗(homD(A)(M,M{i})) <∞. (3.6)
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Proof. It is obvious that perfect objects have those two properties, so only the converse is of
interest. Suppose that M satisfies (3.5), (3.6). By combining exact triangles (3.3), we arrive at
a triangle of the form
M // δ2t(M) ∼= M[4mt]{(2m+ 2)nt}
[1]tt(
an object built by mapping
cones and shifts from the Pk
)
ee (3.7)
Here, we have used (3.5) to ensure that the bottom term in each triangle (3.3) is a finite direct
sum of shifted copies of Pk. Now, (3.6) implies that if we make t large, the horizontal arrow in
(3.7) vanishes. In that case M is a direct summand of the bottom object, hence perfect (this is
a slight variation of a familiar split-generation argument [42, Corollary 5.8]).
The algebras A = Anm occur in a variety of contexts. To understand that, it is maybe useful
to recall some material from [46]. Let D be a cohomologically unital A∞-category over C. An
object Z of D is called spherical of some dimension n > 0 [46, Definition 2.9] if it satisfies the
following conditions: H∗(homD(Y,Z)) and H∗(homD(Z, Y )) are of finite total dimension for any
Y ; H∗(homD(Z,Z)) ∼= H∗(Sn;C) has one generator in degrees 0 and n, respectively; and finally,
the composition
Hn−∗(homD(Y,Z))⊗H∗(homD(Z, Y )) −→ Hn(homD(Z,Z)) ∼= C (3.8)
is a nondegenerate pairing for any Y . An (Am) chain of spherical objects [46, Equation (2.8)] is
an ordered collection (Z1, . . . , Zm) of spherical objects of the same dimension n, such that
H∗(homD(Zi, Zj)) =

one-dimensional, concentrated in degree 0 j = i+ 1,
one-dimensional, concentrated in degree n j = i− 1,
0 |i− j| ≥ 2.
(3.9)
We then have the following formality result [46, Lemma 4.21]:
Lemma 3.3. Let (Z1, . . . , Zm) be an (Am)-chain, with n ≥ 2. Then the endomorphism algebra
of Z =
⊕
k Zk is quasi-isomorphic to A. In particular, we get a cohomologically full and faithful
embedding Aperf → Dperf , which sends Pk to Zk.
This is false for n = 1, as demonstrated by the examples in [42, Section 20] (m ≥ 5) and [30]
(m ≥ 2).
(3b) Algebraic geometry. We temporarily restrict to n = 2, and explain the algebro-geometric
interpretation of A = A2m. Consider the quotient C2/(Z/m + 1) by a cyclic subgroup (which is
unique up to conjugacy) Z/m+ 1 ⊂ SL2(C). Let
q : X −→ C2/(Z/m+ 1) (3.10)
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be the minimal resolution, and C = q−1(0) ⊂ X the exceptional divisor, which is a chain of m
rational curves C = C1 ∪ · · · ∪Cm. Start with the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves
on X with support on C, and denote by D the full subcategory of objects E such that q∗E is
acyclic (as usual, we really mean the underlying chain level dg category).
Lemma 3.4 (Ishii-Ueda-Uehara). D is quasi-equivalent to Aperf .
Sketch of proof. As stated in [17, Section 2.2], D is generated by the objects
Z1 = OC1(−1)[1], . . . , Zm = OCm(−1)[m]. (3.11)
Note that if X¯ is a compactification of X to a smooth projective algebraic surface, the bounded
derived category of coherent sheaves on X with support on C is the same as the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves on X¯ whose cohomology is supported on C (see e.g. [6, Lemma
3]). The latter is split-closed (Karoubi complete, in other words) by general results from [9].
Moreover, the condition that q∗E should be acyclic is obviously preserved under passing to direct
summands, so it follows that D is split-closed as well.
The rest of the argument is explained in [17, Lemma 40]. The objects (3.11) form an (Am) chain
of spherical objects. One applies Lemma 3.3 to get a cohomologically full and faithful embedding
Aperf → Dperf . Our previous observations about D show that D ' Dperf , and because of the
generation statement, one gets a quasi-equivalence.
Proposition 3.5 (Ishii-Ueda-Uehara). Consider objects E of D which are nonzero and such that
H∗(homD(E,E)) has total dimension ≤ 2. The action of Brm+1 on D generated by the TZk acts
transitively on quasi-isomorphism classes of such objects up to shifts.
Due to Serre duality, the conditions on E imply that it must be a spherical object. With that in
mind, the result is a reformulation of [17, Lemma 38], which in turn relies on results of [16].
(3c) Symplectic geometry. For the following discussion, we assume n ≥ 2. Consider Q = Qnm
as defined in (1.1). Take ωQ to be the restriction of the constant Ka¨hler form on Cn+1. It
is well-known [38, 24] that Q contains Lagrangian spheres (V1, . . . , Vm) which form an (Am)
configuration. This means that they are pairwise transverse and{
Vk ∩ Vk±1 = {point},
Vj ∩ Vk = ∅ if |j − k| ≥ 2.
(3.12)
The homology classes [Vk] form a basis of Hn(Q;Z), which is in fact the basis in which we had
written the intersection form in (1.2). Symplectically, one can think of Q as the plumbing of the
Vk. We will not explain in detail what the plumbing construction means, but one of its main
features is this:
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Lemma 3.6. Take any symplectic manifold M2n with the following properties. It is exact,
meaning that ωM = dθM , and the Liouville vector field dual to θM can be integrated for all
positive times. Moreover, it contains an (Am) configuration of Lagrangian spheres (L1, . . . , Lm).
Then there is a symplectic embedding Q→M which sends each Vk to Lk.
Sketch of proof. The local structure near any two (Am) configurations being the same, one finds
a symplectic embedding U →M , where U ⊂ Q is a neighbourhood of V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vm, which
sends Vk to Lk. The next step is the one we were referring to above, when mentioning plumbing.
Namely, one can choose U and a one-form θQ with dθQ = ωQ so that the following holds: ∂U is a
contact type hypersurface for the associated Liouville vector field, and the flow of that vector field
yields a diffeomorphism [0,∞)× ∂U → Q \ U . Given that, take a compactly supported function
K on M such that θM + dK restricts to θQ on U¯ . Using the Liouville vector field associated to
θM + dK, the given embedding can be extended to the whole of Q.
In fact, we will only use a particular consequence of this, namely the existence of symplectic
embeddings Qnm → Qnm+1, which can also be established in other ways.
To define the Fukaya category, we should choose an almost complex structure JQ with suitable
convexity properties (to prevent pseudo-holomorphic discs from escaping to infinity). In our
case, the standard complex structure will do. We should also choose a complex volume form ηQ
(even though ηQ is required in the definition, any two choices lead to quasi-isomorphic Fukaya
categories, since H1(Q) = 0). Objects of Fuk(Q) are closed Lagrangian submanifolds L ⊂ Q
which are exact (the relative class [ωQ] ∈ H2(Q,L;R) vanishes) and graded with respect to
ηQ. The grading induces an orientation on L, and we require the additional choice of a Spin
structure, as well as a representation ρ : pi1(L) → GLr(C) (for some choice of base point and
some r = rank(ρ) ≥ 1; equivalently one can work with flat complex vector bundles). Morphisms
in Fuk(Q) are Floer cochain complexes with their natural differential, so that
H∗(homFuk(Q)(L0, L1)) ∼= HF ∗(L0, L1). (3.13)
The Euler characteristic is
χ(HF ∗(L0, L1)) = (−1)n(n+1)/2rank(ρ0)rank(ρ1) [L0] · [L1], (3.14)
where ρk are the representations on Lk (this agrees with the intuitive way of thinking of the objects
as Lagrangian submanifolds with multiplicities). Next, if L0 and L1 have the same underlying
Lagrangian submanifold L, grading and Spin structure, but come equipped with representations
ρ0, ρ1, then Floer cohomology agrees with the ordinary cohomology with twisted coefficients:
HF ∗(L0, L1) ∼= H∗(L; Hom(ρ0, ρ1)). (3.15)
(3.14) is straightforward from the definition, wheras (3.15) can be proved by adapting any of the
arguments that are familiar for the case of trivial representations.
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Lemma 3.7. There is a quasi-equivalence
An,perfm
∼=−→ Fuk(Qnm)perf . (3.16)
which sends the modules Pk to the Lagrangian spheres Vk.
Sketch of proof. This is proved in [42, Section 20] for the Fukaya category without flat vector
bundles. We briefly summarize the argument, in order to explain how it extends to the case
considered here. Make the Vk into objects of Fuk(Q), choosing the gradings in such a way
that HF ∗(Vk, Vk+1) ∼= C lies in degree 0. Because of general Poincare´ duality properties of
Floer cohomology, they then form an (Am)-chain of spherical objects, and Lemma 3.3 yields a
cohomologically full and faithful embedding as in (3.16).
The Dehn twists τVk satisfy braid relations up to isotopy, hence generate a homomorphism
Brm+1 → pi0(Sympc(M)). On the level of the action on objects of the Fukaya category, the
Dehn twists can be identified with the algebraic twists TVk . This follows from [42, Corollary
17.17], ultimately a consequence of the long exact sequence for Floer cohomology groups [39]. To
be precise, in order to apply to the current context the exact sequence should be generalized so
to allow Lagrangian submanifolds with flat line bundles, but that is straightforward. One can
show that the composition of Dehn twists corresponding to the central element δ2 ∈ Brm+1 is
isotopic to a nontrivial shift [4m − (2m + 2)n] in the graded symplectic automorphism group
of M [42, Section 20a] (the geometric analogue of Lemma 3.1). This implies that the Vk are
split-generators, hence that the previously constructed embedding is a quasi-equivalence.
4 Proofs of the main theorems
(4a) Algebraic results. Take A = Anm for some m,n ≥ 2. We will now consider spherical
objects in Aperf . This relies on our general equivariance theorems to reduce to the case n = 2,
where the algebro-geometric results of Ishii-Ueda-Uehara can be applied.
Lemma 4.1. Let M0 be an object of A
perf , with H∗(homAperf (M0,M0)) ∼= H∗(Sn;C) as a
graded vector space. Suppose that m 6= 1. Then there is another object M1, obtained from the
module P1 by applying some autoequivalence in the group generated by TP1 , . . . , TPm , such that
H∗(homAperf (M0,M1)) has dimension exactly 1.
Proof. The main step is to use Theorem 1.10, which applies to our case as described in Example
7.3. The outcome is that there is some M0 in A
mod which maps to M0 under the collapsing
map Amod → Amod . By definition of that functor, the cohomology of M0 is a bigraded version
of that of M0, hence finite-dimensional. Moreover, because of the general injectivity of (2.12),
we know that
dimC
⊕
i
H∗(homAmod(M0,M0{i})) ≤ 2. (4.1)
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In view of Lemma 3.2, it follows that M0 lies in A
perf . Since (2.12) is an isomorphism for perfect
modules, this also shows that equality holds in (4.1). Note that in particular, M0 is nonzero and
indecomposable (since all its endomorphisms of bidegree (0, 0) are multiples of the identity).
Write A¯ = A2m, and P¯k = (k)A¯. Remark 2.1 allows us to transfer indecomposable objects from
Amod to A¯mod, while preserving the total dimension of the cohomology and of bigraded morphism
spaces. Therefore, we get a corresponding object M¯0 of A¯
mod, which still has finite-dimensional
cohomology, and bigraded endomorphism space of total dimension 2. Again applying Lemma 3.2,
one finds that M¯0 lies in A¯
perf . Let’s collapse the bigrading and consider the associated object
M¯0 of A¯
perf .
Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.4 apply, showing that there is some autoequivalence φ of A¯perf
generated by TP¯1 , . . . , TP¯m , such that φ(M¯0)
∼= P¯1[s] for some s. Take M¯1 = φ−1(P¯2). Because
it is constructed through a sequence of twists along the P¯k, it is easy to see that M¯1 lifts to an
object M¯1 of A¯
perf . Again using the fact that (2.12) is an isomorphism for perfect modules, one
sees that
dimC
⊕
i
H∗(homA¯perf (M¯0, M¯1{i})) = 1. (4.2)
There is a corresponding object M1 in A
perf constructed using the same sequence of twists, and
the pair (M0,M1) will satisfy the analogue of (4.2). The image M1 of M¯1 in A
perf has the
desired property.
Remark 4.2. In principle, one could try to replace Theorem 1.10 by an application of its algebro-
geometric counterpart, Theorem 1.8. As an example, consider the three-dimensional case. One
can find a smooth toric Calabi-Yau threefold U and compactly supported sheaves Z1,. . . ,Zm on
it, which form an (Am) configuration of spherical objects in the category D
bCoh(U), see the
discussion in [46, Section 3f]. As part of the toric symmetry, this carries an action of G = C∗
which acts with weight 3 on a suitably chosen holomorphic volume form on U . Choose a smooth
toric compactification X ⊃ U . One gets cohomologically full and faithful embeddings
A3,perfm
  //

DbCohG(X)

A3,perfm
  // DbCoh(X)
(4.3)
Given an object M of A3,perfm whose endomorphism ring is H
∗(S3;C), one can first map it to
an object E of DbCoh(X), and then use Theorem 1.8 to lift E to an object E of DbCohG(X).
One knows as in Lemma 3.1 that a suitable composition of twist functors along the Zk takes E to
itself up to a nontrivial shift [−2m− 6]. Given that the Zk can be made into equivariant objects
Zk, one can then apply the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 to show that E lies
in the subcategory split-generated by the twisted versions Zk ⊗ χl (for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and l ∈ Z
parametrizing characters of G), which means in the image of the embedding of A3,perfm . This
provides a lift M of M to A3,perfm . We will not pursue this trick further, because it is artificial
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and only an apparent simplification: the proof of Theorem 1.8 given in [35], while a good deal
shorter, relies on tools that are more abstract than our proof of Theorem 1.10.
Lemma 4.3. Let M0,M1 be two objects of A
perf such that H∗(homAperf (Mi,Mi)) ∼= H∗(Sn;C).
Suppose that m is even. Suppose also that for all k,
dimC H
∗(homAperf (Pk,M0)) ≡ dimCH∗(homAperf (Pk,M1)) mod 2. (4.4)
Then H∗(homAperf (M0,M1)) is nonzero.
Proof. Arguing exactly as in Lemma 4.1, one can reduce the situation to the case n = 2, which
we will concentrate on for the rest of the argument. One can then use Lemma 3.5 (and the
correspondence between Dehn twists and twist functors) to show that the images of Mi under
the quasi-equivalence Aperf ∼= Fuk(Q2m)perf are quasi-isomorphic to Lagrangian spheres Li. The
assumption (4.4) translates to
[Vk] · [L0] ≡ [Vk] · [L1] mod 2. (4.5)
The intersection form on H2(Q
2
m), written down in (1.2), has determinant (−1)m(m+ 1), which
is odd for even m. Hence (4.5) implies that [L0] ≡ [L1] mod 2. As already explained in (1.4), we
then have [L0] · [L1] 6= 0, hence HF ∗(L0, L1) 6= 0, which means H∗(homAperf (M0,M1)) 6= 0.
(4b) Geometric applications. We consider the manifolds Q = Qnm, where m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume first that m ≥ 2. Let L0 ⊂ Q be a Lagrangian submanifold
which is a rational homology sphere and Spin. Lemma 4.1 implies that there is a Lagrangian
sphere L1 (in fact one obtained from the Vk by the braid group action) such that HF
∗(L0, L1) is
one-dimensional. Passing to Euler characteristics implies the desired result. The remaining case
m = 1 is known already [40], but one could also derive it by embedding Qn1 = T
∗Sn ↪→ Qn2 .
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose first that m is even. By assumption, [Vk] · [L0] = [Vk] · [L1] mod
2 for all k. Lemma 4.3 then implies that HF ∗(L0, L1) 6= 0. One extends the argument to odd m
by embedding Qnm ↪→ Qnm+1, which is possible by Lemma 3.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Again, we may assume without loss of generality that m is even. Take two
objects L0, L1 of Fuk(Q), both of which have the same underlying Lagrangian submanifold L and
Spin structure, but where the first one carries the trivial representation, and the second one the
given representation ρ. From (3.14) one sees that dim HF ∗(Vk, L0) ≡ dim HF ∗(Vk, L1) mod 2 for
all k. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, this implies that HF ∗(L0, L1) 6= 0,
contradicting (3.15).
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. Without loss of generality, assume that m ≥ 2. Let L0 be the object
obtained by taking our Lagrangian submanifold and equipping it with the representation ρ. By
arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, one sees that there is a Lagrangian sphere L1 such that
HF ∗(L0, L1) is one-dimensional. But that contradicts (3.14).
Especially in view of possible extensions to other symplectic manifolds, it may be interesting to
see how far one can get without appealing to Proposition 3.5. This will be the subject of the
next section (however, since the discussion there is not essential for the results of this paper, we
will allow a more sketchy treatment).
5 A variant approach
(5a) Hochschild homology. For an A∞-algebra A one defines the Hochschild homology
H∗(A,A) as the cohomology of the chain complex
C∗(A,A) =
⊕
l≥0
A[1]⊗l ⊗A,
∂C∗(A,A)(a¯l ⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯1 ⊗ a) =
=
∑
i,j
(−1)|a|+|a¯1|+···+|a¯i|−ia¯l ⊗ · · · ⊗ µjA(a¯i+j , . . . , a¯i+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯1 ⊗ a
−
∑
i,j
(−1)(|a¯l−j+1|+···+|a¯l|−j)(|a|+|a¯1|+···+|a¯l−j |+l−j+1)a¯l−j ⊗ · · · ⊗ a¯i+1
⊗ µ1+i+jA (a¯i, . . . , a, a¯l, . . . , a¯l−j+1).
(5.1)
(In spite of being written as a subscript, this is a cohomological grading in our conventions,
so ∂C∗(A,A) has degree +1). This easily generalizes to A∞-categories (using composable closed
chains of morphisms), which is the context we will work in from now on. For any twisted complex
C we have a canonical map
homAtw (C,C) −→ C∗(A,A). (5.2)
Explicitly, let
C =
⊕
f∈F
Xf , δC =
(
δC,f1,f0 ∈ hom1A(Xf0 , Xf1)
)
, (5.3)
where F is some finite set, and the Xf are objects of A (this is not quite the most general form
of a twisted complex, since we have not shifted the Xf ; however, including shifts just introduces
some additional signs). Then (5.2) takes an endomorphism a = (af1,f0) of C to the Hochschild
chain ∑
l
∑
f0,...,fl∈F
δC,fl,fl−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δC,f1,f0 ⊗ af0,fl (5.4)
(the sum terminates at some value of l because of the upper triangularity condition on δC , which
is part of the definition of a twisted complex). One application is to consider a cohomology level
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idempotent endomorphism [a] ∈ H0(homAtw (C,C)). After applying the embedding Atw → Aperf ,
this endomorphism defines a direct summand of C, which is a perfect module M unique up to
quasi-isomorphism. We denote the image of [a] under (5.2) by
[M ]alg ∈ H0(A,A). (5.5)
Lemma 5.1. [M ]alg depends only on the isomorphism class of M in H
0(Aperf ).
Sketch of proof. Consider first a simpler special case, namely that of an idempotent endomor-
phism [a] of an object X of A itself. In that case, (5.2) reduces to the map homA(X,X) →
C∗(A,A) given by inclusion of the l = 0 term into the Hochschild complex. Take two objects
Xk (k = 0, 1) and idempotent endomorphisms [ak] which define quasi-isomorphic direct sum-
mands. One then has cocycles b0 ∈ hom0A(X0, X1), b1 ∈ hom0A(X1, X0), and auxiliary cochains
ck ∈ hom−1A (Xk, Xk), such that {
µ2A(b1, b0) + µ
1
A(c0) = a0,
µ2A(b0, b1) + µ
1
A(c1) = a1.
(5.6)
In the Hochschild complex, this yields
∂C∗(A,A)(b1 ⊗ b0 + c0 − c1) = µ1A(c0)− µ1A(c1)− µ2A(b0, b1) + µ2A(b1, b0) = a0 − a1, (5.7)
which shows that the Hochschild homology classes of the ak coincide. One can prove the general
case of Lemma 5.1 by a similarly explicit computation, but it is maybe better understood as
follows. As part of the general theory of derived invariance of Hochschild homology, we have
a chain map C∗(Atw , Atw ) → C∗(A,A) which is a quasi-inverse to the inclusion C∗(A,A) →
C∗(Atw , Atw ). From that viewpoint, (5.2) is the composition of that map with the inclusion
homAtw (C,C)→ C∗(Atw , Atw ). Then, applying (5.7) to Atw proves Lemma 5.1.
Remark 5.2. One can approach (5.5) from a more abstract viewpoint. M gives rise to a class
in K0(A
perf ), and there is a Chern character type map (more appropriately called the Dennis
trace) from that to H∗(Aperf , Aperf ). Finally, a stronger version of derived invariance shows
that H∗(A,A) ∼= H∗(Aperf , Aperf ). We refer to [28] for an introduction to Chern characters
in noncommutative geometry, to [18] for derived invariance, and to [48] for a more extensive
discussion of the Hochschild classes associated to perfect modules.
(5b) The Cardy condition. Let Q be a 2n-dimensional exact symplectic manifold which is
convex at infinity. This is a common setup (see [45, Section 3a], to pick one of many occurrences).
It means first of all that Q carries a one-form θQ such that ωQ = dθQ is symplectic. Moreover, we
have a compatible almost complex structure JQ with the property that Q has an exhaustion by
relatively compact subsets whose closures are JQ-holomorphically convex. We will additionally
assume that Q is symplectically Calabi-Yau, hence admits a JQ-complex volume form ηQ. Objects
of the Fukaya category Fuk(Q) are closed Lagrangian submanifolds L ⊂ Q which are exact with
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respect to θQ, and equipped with additional structures as before (a grading with respect to ηQ,
a Spin structure, and a flat complex vector bundle).
The Fukaya category comes with a canonical open-closed string map from its Hochschild homology
to the homology of the symplectic manifold,
Φ : H∗(Fuk(Q),Fuk(Q)) −→ H∗+ncpt (Q;C) ∼= Hn−∗(Q;C). (5.8)
The existence of this map, for the case of a closed symplectic manifold, was already implicit in
[25]. Related ideas appear in various places in the Floer cohomology literature. We refer to [1,
Section 5] for a more extensive discussion (which is more sophisticated than what we need here,
since it includes non-closed Lagrangian submanifolds and their wrapped Floer cohomology), and
only give a schematic description. Fix a Morse function (and Riemannian metric) which can be
used to define a Morse complex C∗(Q) underlying ordinary cohomology. Suppose that we are
given objects (L0, . . . , Ld) (assumed to come with trivial flat bundles for simplicity), generators
xi ∈ CF ∗(Li−1, Li) (where we set L−1 = Ld) which correspond to (perturbed) intersection
points, and a generator y ∈ C∗(Q) which corresponds to a critical point. One then gets a
number nd+1(y, x0, . . . , xd) ∈ Z by counting (perturbed) pseudo-holomorphic maps which have
asymptotics xi at the boundary marked points, and whose evaluation at the interior marked
point lies on the unstable manifold of y (Figure 1). These numbers form the coefficients of a map
(not by itself a chain map)
C∗(Q)⊗ CF ∗(Ld, L0)⊗ CF ∗(Ld−1, Ld)⊗ · · · ⊗ CF ∗(L0, L1) −→ C[−n− d]. (5.9)
The collection of such maps for all d and (L0, . . . , Ld) forms the chain map underlying (5.8) (up
to an obvious dualization).
By combining (5.8) with (5.2) for a twisted complex C, one obtains a map
ΦC : H
∗(homFuk(Q)tw (C,C)) −→ Hn−∗(Q;C). (5.10)
The simplest example is when C is a single Lagrangian submanifold L equipped with a flat bundle
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ρ, in which case (5.10) recovers the classical (purely topological) map
HF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(L; End(ρ)) trace−−−→ H∗(L;C) ∼= Hn−∗(L;C) −→ Hn−∗(Q;C). (5.11)
In particular, the image of the identity [eL] ∈ HF 0(L,L) is rank(ρ) times the usual homology class
[L]. Similarly, given a twisted complex C, the image of [eC ] can be computed from the homology
classes of the Lagrangian submanifolds that enter into C. More generally, for any object M of
Fuk(Q)perf , one can take the image of (5.5) under (5.8), and thereby obtain a quasi-isomorphism
invariant, which we write as
[M ] ∈ Hn(Q;C). (5.12)
There is no a priori reason why (5.12) should be an integer class. However, one can obtain some
restrictions on it from the following:
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that we have two twisted complexes Ck (k = 0, 1), each of which
comes with an endomorphism [ak] ∈ H∗(homFuk(Q)tw (Ck, Ck)). Then
ΦC1([a1]) · ΦC0([a0]) = (−1)n(n+1)/2 Str
(
[a] 7−→ (−1)|a|·|a1|[a1] · [a] · [a0]
) ∈ C. (5.13)
On the left side, we have the standard intersection pairing on homology. The right hand side is
the supertrace of the endomorphism of H∗(homFuk(Q)tw (C0, C1)) given by composition with the
two given [ak], with the additional sign as indicated (note that either side can be nonzero only if
|a0|+ |a1| = 0).
This is a form of the Cardy condition, which a general feature of two-dimensional topological field
theories involving both open strings (Floer cohomology for Lagrangian submanifolds, in our case)
and closed strings (the homology of Q). For an occurrence in another context see for instance [10,
Theorem 15]. Suppose first that Ck = Lk are just Lagrangian submanifolds. In that situation,
the gluing and deformation argument underlying (5.13) becomes very simple; we summarize it
in Figure 2. The general case is fundamentally parallel, except that the surfaces carry additional
marked boundary points where one inserts the boundary operators of the twisted complexes.
We do not carry out that general argument here; the intermediate level of generality, where one
of the two objects involved is a Lagrangian submanifold and the other is a twisted complex, is
discussed in detail in [1] (even though the intended application there is different).
Remark 5.4. We will not attempt to justify the signs in (5.13), but if the reader wants to check
their plausibility, the following considerations might be useful. Suppose as before that the Ck = Lk
are Lagrangian submanifolds. If the [ak] are identity elements, we recover (3.14). Next, if we
switch a0 and a1 (restricting to the nontrivial case |a0|+ |a1| = 0), the left hand side changes by
(−1)n+|a0|. On the right hand side, for (a0, a1) and (a1, a0) we would be considering the sum of
the traces of the maps
HF k(L0, L1) −→ HF k(L0, L1), [a] 7−→ (−1)k|a1|+k[a1] · [a] · [a0],
HFn−k(L1, L0) −→ HFn−k(L1, L0), [a′] 7−→ (−1)(n−k)|a0|+(n−k)[a0] · [a′] · [a1].
(5.14)
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Under the “Poincare´ duality” in Lagrangian Floer cohomology, these maps are dual up to a factor
of (−1)k|a1|+k+(n−k)|a0|+(n−k)+(n−|a0|)|a1| = (−1)n+|a0|.
Returning to our discussion of (5.12), Proposition 5.3 implies that
[M1] · [M0] = (−1)n(n+1)/2χ(H∗(homFuk(Q)perf (M0,M1))) ∈ Z, (5.15)
where χ is the Euler characteristic. In particular:
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that Hn(Q;Z)/torsion is generated by homology classes of objects in
the Fukaya category. Let L0 be an object of Fuk(Q), carrying a flat vector bundle of rank r0, and
M1 an object of Fuk(Q)
perf . Suppose that H∗(homFuk(Q)perf (L0,M1)) has odd total dimension.
Then r0[L0] ∈ Hn(Q;Z)/torsion is not divisible by 2 (and hence in particular nonzero).
Proof. Let V1, . . . , Vm be a collection of objects in Fuk(Q) whose homology classes generate
Hn(Q;Z)/torsion. From (5.15) we know that [Vk] · [M1] ∈ Z for all k. Arguing by contradiction,
suppose that r0[L0] is divisible by 2, hence can be written as r0[L0] = d1[V1] + · · · dr[Vr], where
the di are even integers. Then r0[L0] · [M1] = d1[V1] · [M1] + · · · + dr[Vr] · [M1] is also even,
contradicting (5.15).
(5c) The (Am) Milnor fibre revisited. We now return to our example of Q = Q
n
m, for some
m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2.
Lemma 5.6. For any object M of Fuk(Q)perf , [M ] ∈ Hn(Q;C) is integral.
Sketch of proof. The simplest approach would be to enlarge Fuk(Q) by allowing some noncompact
Lagrangian submanifolds, and use an appropriate generalization of Proposition 5.3. Instead,
one can use the following technically less demanding workaround. Let Q˜ = Qnm+1, with its
(Am+1)-configuration (V˜1, . . . , V˜m+1). We know that there is a symplectic embedding Q → Q˜,
which sends Vk to V˜k for k ≤ m. This induces a cohomologically full and faithful embedding
Fuk(Q)→ Fuk(Q˜). The associated open-closed string maps fit into a commutative diagram
H∗(Fuk(Q),Fuk(Q))

// Hn−∗(Q;C)

H∗(Fuk(Q˜),Fuk(Q˜)) // Hn−∗(Q˜;C).
(5.16)
Let M be our object, and M˜ its image in Fuk(Q˜)perf . We then know that [M˜ ] is the image of
[M ] under the map Hn(Q;C)→ Hn(Q˜;C), which is just the inclusion Zm = Zm × {0} ↪→ Zm+1.
Moreover, by Proposition 5.3, [M˜ ] · [V˜k] ∈ Z for all k including k = m + 1. It is easy to see, by
inspection of the intersection forms (1.2) and (1.3), that this implies the integrality of [M ].
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The following is a weak version of Lemma 4.1, whose proof is independent of the results of [16, 17]:
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that m is even. Let M0 be an object of Fuk(Q)
perf whose cohomology level
endomorphism ring is isomorphic to H∗(Sn;C). Then H∗(homFuk(Q)perf (Vk,M0)) has odd total
dimension for some k.
Sketch of proof. As in our original proof of Lemma 4.1, one can use general equivariance argu-
ments to reduce the problem to the case n = 2, which we will exclusively consider from now on.
From Lemma 5.6 we know that [M0] ∈ H2(Q;Z). Since M0 is spherical, Proposition 5.3 implies
that [M0] · [M0] = −2, hence [M0] is primitive and in particular nonzero mod 2. Since m is even,
the intersection form (1.2) has odd determinant, hence [M0] · [Vk] is odd for some k. Applying
Proposition 5.3 again implies the desired result.
This directly leads to a weaker version of Theorem 1.1, which states that if L ⊂ Q is a rational
homology sphere and Spin, then [L] is not divisible by 2 (and therefore in particular nonzero).
There is also an analogous weak version of Theorem 1.5, which only excludes the existence of
representations ρ satisfying (1.5) whose rank r is even. On the other hand, similar arguments
yield the full strength of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. For that, one replaces the given proof of Lemma
4.3 by an argument based on Lemma 5.6 and Proposition 5.3.
6 More algebraic background
(6a) Group cohomology. We now start the more abstract discussion of equivariance issues.
We will only be considering the ground field C, and the multiplicative group G = Gm = C∗.
Let C[G] ∼= C[z, z−1] be the ring of regular functions on G as an affine algebraic variety, with
its usual (pointwise) multiplication. This also carries a coproduct, coming from the group struc-
ture on G. Rational representations of G are those which are direct sums of finite-dimensional
representations. They can also be identified with comodules over the coalgebra C[G] (respecting
the counit). While arbitrary direct sums of rational representations are rational, the same is not
true for products.
Let V be a rational representation of G. The bar resolution of V is a chain complex of rational
G-modules concentrated in degrees ≥ 0,
Br(G,V ) = C[G]⊗r+1 ⊗ V, (6.1)
where G acts only on the leftmost C[G] factor. To write down the differential, we prefer to
think of elements of (6.1) as maps b : Gr+1 → V . Explicitly, f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fr+1 ⊗ v corresponds to
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b(gr+1, . . . , g1) = f1(g1) . . . fr+1(gr+1)v. In these terms,
(δB∗(G,V )b)(gr+1, . . . , g1) =
∑
q
(−1)qb(gr+1, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1)
+ (−1)r+1gr+1b(gr, . . . , g1),
(6.2)
which is equivariant for the G-action (g · b)(gr+1, . . . , g1) = b(gr+1, . . . , g1g). One needs to check
that this preserves the subspace of functions of the form (6.1), and that is done by rewriting (6.2)
in coalgebra terms (the same will be true in parallel situations later on).
Lemma 6.1. The comultiplication V → C[G] ⊗ V = B0(G,V ) induces an isomorphism V ∼=
H∗(B(G,V )).
Similarly, the group cochain complex with coefficients in V is
Cr(G,V ) = C[G]⊗r ⊗ V,
(δC∗(G,V )c)(gr, . . . , g1) =
∑
q
(−1)qc(gr, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1)
+ (−1)rgrc(gr−1, . . . , g1) + c(gr, . . . , g2).
(6.3)
Lemma 6.2. The inclusion V G ↪→ V = C0(G,V ) induces an isomorphism V G ∼= H∗(C(G,V )).
While Lemma 6.1 is a general fact about linear algebraic groups, Lemma 6.2 relies on the semisim-
plicity of G. Of course, both results are classical, see [14].
(6b) Families of modules. We return to the discussion of A∞-structures from Section 2a, in
order to mention a less familiar aspect, namely the theory of families of A∞-modules [44, Section
1]. Let A be a strictly unital A∞-algebra. Take a smooth affine variety X, with coordinate ring
C[X]. A family of A-modules over X is given by a graded C[X]-module N such that each Nk is
projective, together with structure maps
µd+1N : N ⊗C A⊗d −→ N [1− d] (6.4)
which are C[X]-linear and satisfy the usual conditions. It may be useful to recall that over rings
with finite global dimension, such as C[X], unbounded complexes of projective modules are well-
behaved [11]. Families of modules over X form a dg category linear over C[X], which we denote
by Amod/X.
The simplest example is the trivial (or constant) family associated to an A-module M , which is
C[X]⊗M with the A∞-module structure of M extended C[X]-linearly. Take an A∞-module M
and an arbitrary family of modules N . We then have
homAmod/X(C[X]⊗M,N) ∼= homAmod (M,N). (6.5)
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On the right hand side, we forget the C[X]-module structure of N (so this forgetting is adjoint
to the operation of constructing a constant family). In the special case of two constant families,
we have a natural map
C[X]⊗ homAmod (M0,M1) −→ homAmod/X(C[X]⊗M0,C[X]⊗M1). (6.6)
If M0 is perfect, one can use (6.5) and (2.4) to conclude that this map is a quasi-isomorphism.
Returning to the general situation, a family of A∞-modules is called perfect if, up to quasi-
isomorphism, it can be constructed from the trivial family C[X]⊗ A by a finite sequence of the
usual operations (shifts, mapping cones, and finally passing to a direct summand). In particular,
if M is a perfect module then C[X]⊗M is a perfect family.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that N0 is a perfect family, and that N1 is a family such that H
∗(N1) is
a finitely generated C[X]-module in each degree. Then H∗(homAmod/X(N0, N1)) is again finitely
generated over C[X] in each degree.
Proof. This is a tautology if N0 = C[X] ⊗ A, and the general case follows from that by going
through suitable long exact sequences.
We will also need to recall the definition of a connection on a family N [44, Section 1h]. We
first introduce the more general notion of pre-connection. Such a pre-connection is a sequence of
maps
∇/ d+1N : N ⊗C A⊗d −→ ΩX ⊗C[X] N [−d], (6.7)
where ΩX is the module of Ka¨hler differentials. The first term should be of the form ∇/ 1N (n) =
(−1)|n|DNn, where DN is an ordinary connection on the graded C[X]-module N . The higher
order terms ∇/ d+1N , d > 0, are C[X]-linear. The failure of this to be compatible with the A∞-
module structure is expressed by the deformation cocycle
def N = µ
1
Amod/X(∇/N ) ∈ hom1Amod/X(N,ΩX ⊗C[X] N). (6.8)
Here, we apply the usual formula for µ1Amod/X , which is the differential on morphisms in the
category of (families of) A∞-modules, to ∇/N , irrespectively of the fact that ∇/ 1N is not C[X]-
linear. Explicitly, we follow the sign conventions in [42, Section 1j], so
def 1N (n) = (idΩX ⊗ µ1N )(DNn)−DN (µ1N (n)),
def 2N (n, a) = (−1)|n|+|a|−1(idΩX ⊗ µ1N )(∇/ 2N (n, a)) + (idΩX ⊗ µ2N )(DNn, a)
−DNµ2N (n, a) + (−1)|n|∇/ 2N (µ1N (n), a) + (−1)|n|+|a|−1∇/ 2N (n, µ1A(a)),
. . .
(6.9)
Because of cancellation between the terms involving ∇/ 1N , def dN is indeed C[X]-linear in n (recall
that a is an element of A, hence is constant over X). By construction, µ1Amod/X(def N ) = 0, and
the class
Def N = [def N ] ∈ H1(homAmod/X(N,ΩX ⊗C[X] N)) (6.10)
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is independent of the choice of ∇/N . In particular, to compute that class one may choose a
pre-connection whose higher order terms vanish, in which case (6.8) simplifies to
def d+1N (n, ad, . . . , a1) = (idΩX ⊗ µd+1N )(DNn, ad, . . . , a1)−DNµd+1N (n, ad, . . . , a1), (6.11)
measuring the compatibility of DN with the A∞-module structure. A connection ∇N is a pre-
connection such that def N = 0. Connections exist if and only if Def N = 0; and in that case, ho-
motopy classes of connections are parametrized by H0(homAmod/X(N,ΩX⊗C[X]N)). If N0 and N1
are families equipped with connections, then the graded C[X]-module H∗(homAmod/X(N0, N1))
carries a connection in the ordinary sense of the word, denoted by DN0,N1 (see again [44, Section
1h] for the definition). In particular, if this module is finitely generated (in some degree), it is
necessarily projective (in that degree) [5]. Moreover, these connections are compatible with the
categorical structure in the following sense: if the families Nk all carry connections, then
DN0,N2([n2] [n1]) = DN1,N2([n2])[n1] + (idΩX ⊗ [n2])DN0,N1([n1]),
for [nk] ∈ H∗(homAmod/X(Nk−1, Nk)).
(6.12)
7 Weakly equivariant modules
(7a) Setup. From now on, suppose that our A∞-algebra A carries a rational action of G = C∗.
This should be understood in a naive sense: we have a rational action of G on the underlying
graded vector space, such that all the µdA are equivariant.
Given an A∞-module M and some h ∈ G, one can define the pullback module h∗M , which has
the same underlying graded vector space as M , but with the twisted A∞-module structure
µd+1h∗M (m, ad, . . . , a1) = µ
d+1
M (m,h(ad), . . . , h(a1)). (7.1)
Pullback by h is an automorphism of the category of A-modules, whose action on morphisms is
h∗ : homAmod (M0,M1) −→ homAmod (h∗M0, h∗M1),
(h∗φ)d+1(m, ad, . . . , a1) = φd+1(m,h(ad), . . . , h(a1)).
(7.2)
There is also an infinitesimal version of pullback. Namely, define the Killing cocycle
kiM ∈ hom1Amod (M, g∗ ⊗M),
kid+1M (m, ad, . . . , a1) = −
∑
k
z∗ ⊗ µd+1M (m, ad, . . . , z(ak), . . . , a1). (7.3)
Here, g = C is the Lie algebra of G = C∗. We picked a nonzero element z ∈ g along with its dual
z∗ ∈ g∗. The notation z(ak) stands for the infinitesimal action of g on A. The cohomology class
KiM = [kiM ] ∈ H1(homAmod (M, g∗⊗M)) is a quasi-isomorphism invariant. As will be explained
below, this is the infinitesimal obstruction to equivariance.
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Because of the structure of G as an algebraic group, it is often better to think in terms of families
parametrized by G. The category Amod/G has a C[G]-linear automorphism γ∗, which acts by g∗
on the fibre over g ∈ G. We start with the trivial family C[G] ⊗M , and define the orbit family
to be N = γ∗(C[G] ⊗M). The graded C[G]-module underlying N is still C[G] ⊗M , but the
A∞-module structure has been modified in such a way that the fibre of N over any point g is
g∗M . In the special case where M = A is the free module, one can use the G-action to trivialize
the associated orbit family, meaning that γ∗(C[G] ⊗ A) ∼= C[G] ⊗ A. From this it follows that,
for any perfect module M , the associated orbit family N is a perfect family.
We will now relate this construction to the previously introduced infinitesimal obstruction. By
combining (6.5) and the pullback γ∗, we get an isomorphism of chain complexes
homAmod (M,C[G]⊗ g∗ ⊗M) = homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,ΩG ⊗M)
γ∗−→ homAmod/G(N,ΩG ⊗C[G] N).
(7.4)
A simple computation shows that the image of kiM ∈ homAmod (M, g∗ ⊗M) under (7.4) is the
deformation class associated to the trivial pre-connection ∇/N (the one obtained by identifying the
underlying C[G]-module with C[G]⊗M). Since the inclusion of constants, homAmod (M, g∗⊗M) ↪→
homAmod (M,C[G] ⊗ g∗ ⊗M), is injective on cohomology, N admits a connection if and only if
KiM = 0. More concretely, a choice of coboundary µ
1
Amod (α) = kiM yields a connection ∇N on
N , given by
∇1N (n)(g) = (−1)|n|dn(g)− α1(n(g)),
∇d+1N (n, ad, . . . , a1)(g) = −αd+1(n(g), g(ad), . . . , g(a1)) for d > 0.
(7.5)
Here, we think of n ∈ N ∼= C[G] ⊗ M as a function on G with values in M ; and of ∇n ∈
ΩG ⊗C[G] N ∼= ΩG ⊗M ∼= C[G]⊗ g∗ ⊗M as a function on G with values in g∗ ⊗M .
Remark 7.1. The orbit family has a symmetry property, which is intuitively obvious but whose
formal statement requires a bit of effort. Let’s temporarily suppose that N is an arbitrary family
of A-modules over G. Given some fixed h ∈ G, we can form h∗N , which is the pullback (7.2)
applied equally to all the fibres. On the other hand, we can use the right multiplication map
rh−1 : G → G, rh−1(g) = gh−1, and push forward the family N in the geometric sense, forming
rh−1,∗N . The reader will have noticed the unhappy proximity in notation between these two
quite different operations (h∗ changes the A∞-module structure, whereas rh−1,∗ changes the C[G]-
module structure). To clarify the situation, we write things down explicitly: the graded vector
space underlying h∗N and rh−1,∗N is equal to that of N , and the C[G]-module structure and
A∞-module structure are given by
(f ·h∗N n)(g) = f(g)n(g), µd+1h∗N (n, ad, . . . , a1) = µd+1N (n, h(ad), . . . , h(a1)),
(f ·rh−1,∗N n)(g) = f(gh−1)n(g), µd+1rh−1,∗N (n, ad, . . . , a1) = µ
d+1
N (n, ad, . . . , a1).
(7.6)
In the case of the orbit family, it follows that n(g) 7→ n(gh) is an isomorphism (of C[G]-modules,
and strictly compatible with the A∞-module structure) rh−1,∗N → h∗N . Note also that any
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connection on N induces ones on h∗N and rh−1,∗N , which are different in general. However, for
(7.5) those two connections are related by the isomorphism which we have just introduced.
(7b) Naive actions. The notion of action on a module directly corresponding to the one we’ve
adopted for A∞-algebras is:
Definition 7.2. A naive G-action on an A-module M is a rational action of G on the underlying
graded vector space, such that all the µd+1M are equivariant.
Example 7.3. Suppose that A comes from a graded algebra (only µ2A is nonzero). Then, it
carries a G-action which has weight i precisely on the degree i part. Suppose that M carries a
naive G-action, and write M i,j for the part of M i+j on which the action has weight j. Then, the
bigraded space M with its operations µd+1M is precisely an object of the category A
mod considered
in Section 2a.
If M carries a naive G-action, then KiM is trivial, since the cocycle kiM is the coboundary of the
linear endomorphism m 7→ (−1)|m|z∗ ⊗ z(m) (in the contrapositive, if KiM is nonzero, not only
does M not carry a naive G-action, but neither can any other quasi-isomorphic module). From
a more geometric viewpoint, a naive action gives rise to an isomorphism C[G]⊗M ∼= N , which
takes m(g) to n = gm(g). The existence of such an isomorphism implies that the deformation
class of N must vanish, which as explained before is equivalent to the vanishing of KiM .
In spite of the apparently obvious nature of the definition, there are some points of caution. For
instance, if M0 and M1 carry naive G-actions, the space homAmod (M0,M1) carries a G-action,
but that may not be rational in general (because the definition involves a direct product).
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that M0 and M1 carry naive G-actions, and that M0 is equivariantly
perfect. This means that in the category of modules with naive G-actions (and equivariant maps),
M0 is quasi-isomorphic to a direct summand of an object produced from A by the following
operations: changing the group actions by tensoring with a character; shifting the grading; and
mapping cones. Then homAmod (M0,M1) is G-equivariantly quasi-isomorphic to a chain complex
of rational G-modules.
Proof. This is elementary if M0 can be constructed as an equivariant twisted complex, which
means without taking a direct summand. The general case follows from the fact that the derived
category of rational G-modules admits countable direct sums, hence is closed under homotopy
retracts [32, Proposition 2.2].
(7c) Strict actions. Instead of asking for G to act on M linearly, one can allow higher order
terms. What one then wants is, for each g ∈ G, a homomorphism
ρ1(g) ∈ hom0Amod (M, g∗M). (7.7)
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There is a unitality condition, which says that this should be the identity if g = e. We also need
a cocycle condition which is formulated in terms of pullbacks, namely
µ2Amod (g
∗
1ρ
1(g2), ρ
1(g1)) = ρ
1(g2g1) ∈ hom0Amod (M, g∗1g∗2M). (7.8)
It may be worth while to spell this out a little. The condition that ρ1(g) should be a module
homomorphism, meaning that µ1Amod (ρ
1(g)) = 0, yields an infinite sequence of equations∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iµi+1M (ρ1,d+1−i(g,m, ad, . . . , ai+1), g(ai), . . . , g(a1))
+
∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρ1,i+1(g, µd−i+1M (m, ad, . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1)
+
∑
i,j
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρ1,d+2−j(g,m, ad, . . . , ai+j+1,
µjA(ai+j , . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1) = 0,
(7.9)
of which the two simplest ones are
µ1M (ρ
1,1(g,m)) + ρ1,1(g, µ1M (m)) = 0, (7.10)
µ1M (ρ
1,2(g,m, a)) + (−1)|a|−1ρ1,2(g, µ1M (m), a) + ρ1,2(g,m, µ1A(a)) (7.11)
+ (−1)|a|−1µ2M (ρ1,1(g,m), g(a)) + ρ1,1(g, µ2M (m, a)) = 0.
(7.10) implies that for each g, the map
m 7−→ (−1)|m|ρ1,1(g,m) (7.12)
is an endomorphism of M as a chain complex. (7.11) says that the map on cohomology induced
by (7.12) is a homomorphism from the H(A)-module H(M) to the pullback module g∗H(M).
The other requirement is (7.8), which yields∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρ1,i+1(g2, ρ1,d+1−i(g1,m, ad, . . . , ai+1), g1(ai), . . . , g1(a1))
− ρ1,d+1(g2g1,m, ad, . . . , a1) = 0.
(7.13)
The simplest of these equations is
(−1)|m|ρ1,1(g2, ρ1,1(g1,m))− ρ1,1(g2g1,m) = 0, (7.14)
which says that the maps (7.12) are strictly compatible with the group structure of G. On the
cohomology level, the outcome is that H(M) is an equivariant H(A)-module in the classical sense.
So far, we have treated G as a discrete group. To take its algebraic nature into account, we
further impose a rationality condition, namely that the maps ρ1,d+1(g) for varying g should be
specializations of a single linear map
ρ1,d+1 : M ⊗A⊗d −→ C[G]⊗M [−d]. (7.15)
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Rationality becomes more natural from a geometric viewpoint. Spelling out (6.5) yields
homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,N) ∼=
∏
d
HomC(M ⊗A[1]⊗d,C[G]⊗M), (7.16)
hence can think of (7.15) as a single element
ρ1 ∈ homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,N), (7.17)
which then satisfies µ1Amod/G(ρ
1) = 0.
To formulate the cocycle condition in a similar way, it is convenient to introduce some higher-
dimensional families related to N (even if that makes the notation somewhat more cumbersome).
Let Gr be the product of r copies of G, so C[Gr] = C[G]⊗r. These products come with projection
and multiplication maps
pj,i : G
r −→ Gr−j+i, pj,i(gr, . . . , g1) = (gr, . . . , gj+1, gi−1, . . . , g1),
mj,i : G
r −→ Gr−j+i+1, mj,i(gr, . . . , g1) = (gr, . . . , gjgj−1 · · · gi+1gi, gi−1, . . . , g1).
(7.18)
Let Nr be the pullback of the orbit family by the total multiplication map mr,1 : G
r → G (this
includes the case r = 1, where N1 = N ; and the degenerate case r = 0, where N0 = M considered
as a family over a point). Equivalently, let γ∗k be the automorphism of A
mod/Gr which acts by
g∗k on the fibre over (gr, . . . , g1). Then N
r is the image of the trivial family p∗r,1N
0 = C[Gr]⊗M
under γ∗1 · · · γ∗r . Generalizing the r = 1 case from (7.16), one has an isomorphism of graded
C[Gr]-modules
homAmod/Gr (p
∗
r,1N
0, Nr) ∼=
∏
d
HomC(M ⊗A[1]⊗d,C[G]⊗r ⊗M), (7.19)
and can then rewrite (7.8) as an equation lying in the r = 2 case of that space,
m∗2,1ρ
1 = µ2Amod/G2(γ
∗
1p
∗
1,1ρ
1, p∗2,2ρ
1) ∈ homAmod/G2(p∗2,1N0, N2). (7.20)
The m∗ and p∗ are geometric pullbacks, which change the parameter space of a family (hence the
underlying graded vector space), while γ∗1 affects only the A∞-module structure. Let’s summarize
the discussion so far:
Definition 7.5. A strict G-action on an A-module M is given by a family of maps ρ1(g) satis-
fying the appropriate unitality, cocycle and rationality conditions. Equivalently, it is given by a
homomorphism of families of modules ρ1 as in (7.17), whose restriction to the fibre at e is the
identity map, and such that (7.20) holds.
Given a naive G-action on M , one can define a strict G-action by setting ρ1,1(g,m) = (−1)|m|gm
and ρ1,d+1(g,m, ad, . . . , a1) = 0 for d > 0. In converse direction one has:
Lemma 7.6. A strict group action on M induces a naive group action on the quasi-isomorphic
module M ⊗A A.
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This is quite straightforward to prove: the ρ1(g) and the G-action on A induce linear maps
g∗(M ⊗A A)→ M ⊗A A, and these satisfy all the conditions for a naive group action. Unfortu-
nately, the outcome of this discussion is that strict actions are not fundamentally more general
than naive actions. Indeed, we have mentioned them mainly because they represent a natural
stepping-stone towards another notion, which we will introduce next.
(7d) Weak actions. The previous discussion suggests another, more substantial, generalization
of the notion of group action on an A∞-module, which is to require all the relevant conditions to
hold only on the level of the cohomological category H0(Amod). More precisely:
Definition 7.7. A weak G-action on M is given by a homomorphism (7.17) of families of A∞-
modules (assumed to be closed with respect to µ1Amod/G as before), whose restriction to the fibre at
e ∈ G represents the identity in H0(homAmod (M,M)), and such that the equality (7.20) holds in
H0(homAmod/G2(p
∗
2,1N
0, N2)).
This means that there is another map ρ2 ∈ hom−1Amod/G2(p∗2,1N0, N2) such that
µ1Amod/G2(ρ
2) + µ2Amod/G2(γ
∗
1p
∗
1,1ρ
1, p∗2,2ρ
1)−m∗2,1ρ1 = 0. (7.21)
When written out explicitly in terms of (7.19) for r = 2, the components of ρ2 are maps
ρ2,d+1 : M ⊗A⊗d −→ C[G]⊗2 ⊗M [−d− 1], (7.22)
and (7.21) says that∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iµi+1M (ρ2,d+1−i(g2, g1,m, ad, . . . , ai+1), g2g1(ai), . . . , g2g1(a1))
+
∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρ2,i+1(g2, g1, µd−i+1M (m, ad, . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1)
+
∑
i,j
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρ2,d+2−j(g2, g1,m, ad, . . . , ai+j+1, µjA(ai+j , . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1)
+
∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρ1,i+1(g2, ρ1,d+1−i(g1,m, ad, . . . , ai+1), g1(ai), . . . , g1(a1))
−ρ1,d+1(g2g1,m, ad, . . . , a1) = 0.
(7.23)
The simplest of these equations is
µ1M (ρ
2,1(g2, g1,m)) + ρ
2,1(g2, g1, µ
1
M (m))
+ ρ1,1(g2, ρ
1,1(g1,m))− ρ1,1(g2g1,m) = 0.
This means that the chain maps (7.12) are compatible with the group structure of G only up to
chain homotopies, which are given by ρ2,1. Of course, on the level of cohomology the outcome is
still that H(M) is an equivariant H(A)-module in the standard sense.
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We need to further discuss the implications of having a weak G-action, since these are maybe
not as obvious as for the previously discussed notions of group action. Specializing to the fibre
over g ∈ G yields ρ1(g) ∈ hom0Amod (M, g∗M), and these satisfy the analogue of (7.8) on the
cohomology level. In particular, each ρ1(g) is an isomorphism in the category H0(Amod). As a
consequence, we get an induced G-action (in the ordinary sense of linear action) on the space
H∗(homAmod (M,M)). This is defined by filling in the diagram (up to chain homotopy)
homAmod (M,M)
µ2
Amod
(ρ1(g),·)
//

homAmod (M, g
∗M)
homAmod (M,M)
g∗ // homAmod (g
∗M, g∗M).
µ2
Amod
(·,ρ1(g))
OO
(7.24)
We can get slightly stronger versions of these statements by working uniformly over G, which
means in terms of families.
Lemma 7.8. A weak G-action on M yields an isomorphism C[G] ⊗M → N in the category
H0(Amod/G).
Proof. Take (7.23) and pull the equality back via (id , i) : G → G2, where i is the inverse map
i(g) = g−1. The result is
µ1Amod/G((id , i)
∗ρ2) + µ2Amod/G(γ
∗i∗ρ1, ρ1)− id = 0 ∈ homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,C[G]⊗M). (7.25)
It follows that ρ1 has a left inverse in H0(Amod/G). Since i∗ and γ∗ are isomorphisms, it has a
right inverse as well.
Lemma 7.9. If M is a perfect module and carries a weak G-action, the induced G-action on the
graded space H∗(homAmod (M,M)) is rational.
Proof. We start with a version of (7.24) with variable g, namely
homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,C[G]⊗M)
µ2
Amod/G
(ρ1,·)
//

homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,N)
homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,C[G]⊗M)
γ∗ // homAmod/G(N,N).
µ2
Amod/G
(·,ρ1)
OO
(7.26)
Lemma 7.8 shows that the composition with ρ1 on on either side is a chain homotopy equivalence,
and of course γ∗ is an isomorphism. If M is perfect, the cohomology groups in the left column
of (7.26) are isomorphic to H(homAmod (M,M)) ⊗ C[G]. By restricting to constants, we get a
C-linear map
H(homAmod (M,M)) −→ H(homAmod (M,M))⊗ C[G], (7.27)
which is the C[G]-comodule structure corresponding to the desired rational representation.
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Lemma 7.8 again implies that if a module admits a weak action, then its Killing class must
vanish. More interestingly, one can obtain a partial converse. Take an A-module M such that
KiM = 0. Choose a bounding cochain α for the underlying cocycle kiM , and associate to it a
connection ∇N as in (7.5). Equip N2 = m∗2,1N with the pullback connection m∗2,1∇N , and all
the constant families of modules with their trivial connections.
Lemma 7.10. Suppose that
[ρ1] ∈ H0(homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,N)) = H0(homAmod/G(p∗1,1N0, N1)) (7.28)
is covariantly constant for the induced connection. Then, the class
[m∗2,1ρ
1 − µ2Amod/G2(γ∗1p∗1,1ρ1, p∗2,2ρ1)] ∈ H0(homAmod/G2(p∗2,1N0, N2)) (7.29)
has the property that its restriction to each slice G× {g1} ⊂ G2 is covariantly constant.
Proof. By definition of the connections involved, m∗2,1ρ
1 is covariantly constant on the whole of
G2. Consider the other summand and restrict it to G× {g1}. The restriction can be written as
the composition of the following two terms:
[g∗1ρ
1] ∈ H0(homAmod/G(C[G]⊗ g∗1M, g∗1N)),
[idC[G] ⊗ ρ1(g1)] ∈ H0(homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,C[G]⊗ g∗1M)).
(7.30)
The second of these terms is clearly covariantly constant (it is constant in the remaining variable
g = g2, and all the connections involved are trivial). The first is covariantly constant if we equip
N2|G×{g1} ∼= g∗1N with the connection g∗1∇N . That’s not exactly how we described the process
– we used the geometric pullback r∗g1∇N = rg−11 ,∗∇N instead – but the result coincides with
g∗1∇N , as discussed in Remark 7.1. We now know that both expressions (7.30) are covariantly
constant, hence so is their product by (6.12).
Lemma 7.11. Suppose that A is weakly proper, and that M is a perfect A-module. Take a [ρ1]
as in the previous Lemma, with the additional assumption that its value at g = e should be the
identity. Then [ρ1] is automatically a weak action.
Proof. Weak properness implies that H(Nr) is a finitely generated C[Gr]-module in each degree.
The constant family p∗r,1N
0 is perfect, hence (by Lemma 6.3) H∗(homAmod/Gr (p∗r,1N
0, Nr)) is
again finitely generated in each degree. Moreover, it admits a connection, hence is projective.
We want to show that (7.29) vanishes. It suffices to show that its restriction to each slice G×{g1}
is zero. We know that each such restriction is covariantly constant, and that its value at (e, g1)
is
[ρ1(g1)− µ2Amod (g∗1ρ1(e), ρ1(g1))] = 0. (7.31)
These two facts together imply the necessary vanishing result.
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Here is one concrete consequence of the discussion so far:
Lemma 7.12. Suppose that A is weakly proper, and that M is a perfect A-module which is rigid
and simple, meaning that it satisfies the analogue of (1.6) in Amod . Then M can be equipped
with a weak G-action.
Proof. KiM necessarily vanishes, which means that H
0(homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,N)) carries a con-
nection, hence is locally free of rank 1. It is therefore necessarily free as a C[G]-module. When
choosing a coboundary α for kiM , we have the freedom of adding any scalar multiple of idM to it,
and that changes the induced connection on H0(homAmod/G(C[G]⊗M,N)) by the corresponding
scalar factor. By adjusting that factor, one can achieve that the monodromy is trivial (here we
use the surjectivity of the exponential map, hence the fact that our ground field is C), and then
there is a covariantly constant section as required by Lemma 7.11.
8 Homotopy actions
(8a) Definition. Starting from the notion of weak action, one is naturally led to introduce
higher homotopies following the familiar simplicial pattern. We will now explain the resulting
notion. As before, A is an A∞-algebra carrying a rational action of G = C∗.
Let M be an A-module. A homotopy action of G on M is given by maps
ρr,d+1(gr, . . . , g1) : M ⊗A⊗d −→M [1− d− r] (8.1)
for r ≥ 1, gr, . . . , g1 ∈ G, and d ≥ 0, which satisfy conditions which we will now gradually
introduce. Most importantly, the cocycle condition says that∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iµi+1M (ρr,d+1−i(gr, . . . , g1,m, ad, . . . , ai+1),
gr · · · g1(ai), . . . , gr · · · g1(a1))
+
∑
i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρr,i+1(gr, . . . , g1, µd−i+1M (m, ad, . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1)
+
∑
i,j
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρr,d+2−j(gr, . . . , g1,m, ad, . . . , ai+j+1,
µjA(ai+j , . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1)
+
∑
q,i
(−1)|ai+1|+···+|ad|+|m|+d−iρr−q,i+1(gr, . . . , gq+1,
ρq,d+1−i(gq, . . . , g1,m, ad, . . . , ai+1), gq · · · g1(ai), . . . , gq · · · g1(a1))
+
∑
q
(−1)qρr−1,d+1(gr, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , gi,m, ad, . . . , a1) = 0.
(8.2)
The r = 1 and r = 2 cases simply reproduce (7.9) and (7.23). For each (gr, . . . , g1), one can
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consider the collection {ρr,d+1(gr, . . . , g1, . . . )}d≥0 as an element
ρr(gr, . . . , g1) ∈ hom1−rAmod (M, g∗1 . . . g∗rM), (8.3)
and then (8.2) can be rewritten in the same way as in (7.8):
µ1Amod (ρ
r(gr, . . . , g1))
+
∑
q
µ2Amod (g
∗
1 . . . g
∗
qρ
r−q(gr, . . . , gq+1), ρq(gq, . . . , g1))
+
∑
q
(−1)qρr−1(gr, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1) = 0.
(8.4)
The unitality condition is the same as for weak actions, saying that [ρ1(e)] is the identity in
H0(Amod). The rationality condition says that if we fix d, the ρr,d+1(gr, . . . , g1, . . . ) for different
(gr, . . . , g1) should be specializations of a single map
ρr,d+1 : M ⊗A⊗d −→ C[Gr]⊗M [1− d− r]. (8.5)
Using (7.19) this can be thought of as a morphism in the A∞-category Amod/Gr,
ρr ∈ hom1−rAmod/Gr (p∗r,1N0, Nr), (8.6)
and then (8.4) can be written in analogy to (7.21) as
µ1Amod/Gr (ρ
r) +
∑
q
µ2Amod/Gr (γ
∗
1 . . . γ
∗
qp
∗
q,1ρ
r−q, p∗r,q+1ρ
q) +
∑
q
(−1)qm∗q+1,qρr−1 = 0. (8.7)
We summarize the discussion:
Definition 8.1. A homotopy action of G on M is a collection of maps (8.5) satisfying the
unitality and cocycle conditions.
(8b) Turning homotopy actions into naive ones. Given a homotopy G-action on M , we
can construct another A∞-module Mnaive whose underlying graded vector space is
Mnaive =
∏
r≥0
C[G]⊗r+1 ⊗M [−r]. (8.8)
If we think of elements as collections of maps βr+1 : Gr+1 → M , then the differential is defined
to be
µ1Mnaive (β)
r+1(gr+1, . . . , g1) = µ
1
M (β
r+1(gr+1, . . . , g1))
+
∑
q
ρr+1−q,1(gr+1, . . . , gq+1, βq(gq, . . . , g1))
+
∑
q
(−1)q+|β|βr(gr+1, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1),
(8.9)
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and the other A∞-module structures as
µd+1Mnaive (β, ad, . . . , a1)
r+1(gr+1, . . . , g1) =
= µd+1M (β
r+1(gr+1, . . . , g1), gr+1 . . . g1(ad), . . . , gr+1 . . . g1(a1))
+
∑
q
ρr+1−q,d(gr+1, . . . , gq+1, βq(gq, . . . , g1), gq · · · g1(ad), . . . , gq · · · g1(a1)).
(8.10)
Take the (complete decreasing) filtration of Mnaive by r. The associated spectral sequence has
Er∗1 = C[G]⊗r+1 ⊗H(M). The next differential takes a given representative [βr] to
(gr+1, . . . , g1) 7−→(−1)|β(gr,...,g1)|+r−1ρ1,1(gr+1, βr(gr, . . . , g1))
+
∑
q
(−1)qβr(gr, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1), (8.11)
hence is precisely the differential (6.2) for the G-action on H(M) induced by ρ1,1. It follows
that the only nonvanishing term on the next page is E0∗2 ∼= H(M). In fact, by applying Lemma
6.1 and a spectral sequence comparison theorem, one sees that the module homomorphism φ ∈
homAmod (M,M
naive) given by
φd+1(m, ad, . . . , a1)(gr+1, . . . , g1) = ρ
r+1,d+1(gr+1, . . . , g1,m, ad, . . . , a1) (8.12)
is a quasi-isomorphism. One also has a quasi-isomorphism in inverse direction, which is linear,
and takes β to m = β1(e).
Mnaive carries a G-action on the underlying graded vector space, mapping β(gr+1, . . . , g1) to
β(gr+1, . . . , g1g), which is compatible with all the A∞-operations. Because of the direct product
in (8.8), this is not in general a rational representation. However, if M is bounded below as a
graded vector space, then each graded piece of Mnaive is a finite product, hence the problem does
not arise:
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that M is bounded below. Then, if it carries a homotopy G-action, there
is a quasi-isomorphic module which carries a naive G-action.
(8c) Obstruction theory. We will now consider the issue of extending a weak action to a
homotopy action. Fix some M and some s ≥ 3. Suppose that we are given maps ρr for all
r < s, satisfying the unitality condition as well as those equations (8.7) in which no higher order
maps appear. Temporarily set ρs = 0. Then, the failure of the order s equation (8.7) to hold is
measured by a collection of maps
s(gs, . . . , g1) =
∑
q
µ2Amod (g
∗
1 . . . g
∗
qρ
r−q(gr, . . . , gq+1), ρq(gq, . . . , g1)))
+
∑
q
(−1)qρr−1(gr, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1) ∈ hom2−sAmod (M, g∗1 . . . g∗sM).
(8.13)
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A straightforward computation starting with (8.7) shows that these are µ1Amod -closed, hence
actual module homomorphisms. Moreover,
− µ2Amod (g∗1 . . . g∗sρ1(gs+1), s(gs, . . . , g1)) + µ2Amod (g∗1s(gs+1, . . . , g2), ρ1(g1))
+
∑
q
(−1)qs(gs+1, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1) = µ1Amod (something). (8.14)
Equivalently, one can consider the class
Es(gs, . . . , g1) = (g
−1
1 · · · g−1s )∗([s(gs, . . . , g1))] · [ρ1(gs . . . g1)]−1 ∈ H2−s(homAmod (M,M)).
(8.15)
Taking into account the sign changes (2.1) when passing to the cohomological category, compo-
sition with [ρ1(gs+1 . . . g1)]
−1 and pullback turns (8.14) into
(−1)s+1g∗s+1([ρ1(gs+1)]Es(gs, . . . , g1)[ρ1(gs+1)]−1) + Es(gs+1, . . . , g2)
+
∑
q
(−1)qEs(gs+1, . . . , gq+1gq, . . . , g1) = 0. (8.16)
The first term (modulo sign) is the action of gs+1 on E
s(gs, . . . , g1) ∈ H2−s(homAmod (M,M)) as
defined in (7.24). Considering that cohomology group as a G-module, we may write (8.16) as a
group cocycle equation
δC∗(G,H2−s(hom
Amod
(M,M)))(E
s) = 0. (8.17)
To make this argument precise, we need to work with varying elements of G, which means that
we consider the error term and its associated cohomology class as elements
s ∈ hom2−sAmod/Gs(p∗s,1N0, Ns),
Es ∈ H2−s(homAmod (M,M ⊗ C[Gs])).
(8.18)
Assume at this point that M is perfect. Using (2.4) one can rewrite the second term above as
Es ∈ H2−s(homAmod (M,M))⊗ C[G]⊗s, (8.19)
which by (8.16) is a cocycle of degree s in the complex C∗(G,H2−s(homAmod (M,M))). A compu-
tation similar to the previous ones (and whose details we therefore omit) shows that, by adding a
cocycle in homAmod/Gs−1(p
∗
s−1,1N
0, Ns−1) to ρs−1, one can change Es by an arbitrary coboundary,
without affecting the validity of the equations (8.7) for r < s.
We know from Lemma 6.2 that the group cochain complex is acyclic in the relevant degree.
This means that by adjusting ρs−1, one can get Es to become zero, which means that s is
a coboundary. After that, one can choose a ρs so that the order s equation (8.7) is satisfied.
Induction then shows the following:
Lemma 8.3. Every weak G-action on a perfect M can be extended to a homotopy G-action.
We can now state and prove a slightly more general version of Theorem 1.10.
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Corollary 8.4. Let A be an A∞-algebra with a rational G-action, such that H(A) is finite-
dimensional in each degree (weak properness) and bounded below. Let M be a perfect A∞-module
over A satisfying the analogue of (1.6) in Amod . Then there is a quasi-isomorphic A∞-module
which carries a naive G-action.
Proof. Using standard Perturbation Lemma arguments, we can replace A by a quasi-isomorphic
A∞-algebra which is minimal (has vanishing differential). This works equivariantly with respect
to G, so we will assume from now on that A itself is minimal. Similarly, we can replace M by
a quasi-isomorphic module which is minimal, and we will assume that this has been done as
well. Since M is perfect, it then follows that it must be finite-dimensional in each degree and
bounded below. One uses Lemma 7.12 to equip M with a weak G-action; Lemma 8.3 to extend
that to a homotopy G-action; and finally Lemma 8.2 to convert that into a naive G-action on a
quasi-isomorphic module.
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